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Preface

These are the pre-proceedings of ISLIP'95, the Eighth International Symposium on Languages for Intensional Programming, which is being held at Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. It reproduces the successful submissions to the Symposium.

At ISLIP'95, Ed Ashcroft had confessed that he did not expect ISLIP's to be as persistent as they had proved to be. We have another proof of their persistence: ISLIP'95 is not only the 8th in its series, but also the first ISLIP ever to be held outside Canada and U.S.A. We are delighted that this year it is being held in Sydney, Australia. Macquarie University partly sponsors ISLIP'95, and there is a strong Australian presence at the Symposium. So, the choice for the venue was timely!

ISLIP'95 is also the first in its series with a new reading of the acronym “ISLIP”, which originally stood for International Symposium on Lucid and Intensional Programming. There are now many examples of other intensional languages and systems, and their applications, which go beyond Lucid research; for example, spreadsheets, dataflow computation, attribute grammars, version control, temporal databases, executable temporal/modal logics, realtime languages, to name a few. In other words, the headlong development of intensional programming has many heads, and this fact is now reflected in the new reading of the acronym “ISLIP” (and in the selection of papers in front of you).

On behalf of the Program Committee, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to the authors, session chairpersons, and the reviewers who provided us with timely and helpful evaluations. Your task, as authors at ISLIP'95, is not finished yet though—ISLIP'95 will be the first ISLIP whose proceedings will be published as a book by a major publishing company, namely, World-Scientific. We even have a deadline of mid-July 1995 for the submission of the final polished papers. The proceedings will complement the new Lucid book published by Oxford University Press in January 1995. Let’s get to work!
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